Case Report: Lymphatic Drainage Resolves Toe Walking Gait in a Boy with Autism Spectrum Disorder
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Abstract

Objective: Describe how lymphatic drainage (LD) resolved obligatory toe walking gait and stance in a boy with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). The treatment plan was generalized from an identical treatment given to a collegiate athlete with chronic spasms of gastrocnemii.

Design: Review of medical record; photography evidence.

Intervention: A single treatment of LD. No literature suggests a fluid anatomy model for manual therapies as treatment options for toe walking. This case highlights an effective method discovered to quickly reverse functional deformities despite several years of traditional pediatric interventions for toe walking in ASD.

Results: Full weight bearing contact of bilateral plantar surfaces was gained in stance immediately. Active-assisted range of motion and progressive resistance training began to progress only after this breakthrough. Gains have since been made in gait and stance normalization, and foot kinematics. More invasive interventions (serial casting; reconstructive surgery) have been avoided. Gains sustained as evidenced in one year follow up.

Conclusion: Emerging paradigm of lymphatic and interstitial anatomy provides novel treatment to change the functional status of muscle tissue and tone. Changes in passive and active ankle range of motion were a direct result of mobilizing and evacuating fluids of the gastrocnemii via lymphatic pathways. Spontaneous muscle softening and Achilles tendon lengthening happened instantly. An extremely light touch and pressure input from the therapist is required to perform lymphatic drainage. Lymphatic drainage massage holds promise for further use and study with issues such as toe walking gait and other orthopedic populations.
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Introduction

Although toe-walking is considered to be within the normal gait spectrum of childhood, it becomes abnormal when persisting past two or three years of age [1,2]. The pattern of toe walking as a bilateral gait abnormality where strides are taken with a toe-to-toe pattern, normal heel strike is absent and full weight bearing occurs only at the forefoot. Concurrent issues of pronation with subtalar strain or collapse, and an imbalance of rear-foot to forefoot dynamics are also common. Active dorsiflexion has varying degrees of weakness and range of motion [2,3]. The prevalence of toe walking at age 5.5 years is 2% in typically developing children, and 41% in children with a neuropsychiatric diagnosis or developmental delays [4,5].

Idiopathic toe walking is a term given when these structural and movement disturbances are present without a discernable etiology [1,6]. On the other hand, known etiologies may be cerebral palsy or other neurological insult, a congenital contractures, or paralytic muscular disorders such as Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy [7-9]. Differential diagnosis is best reached through careful history and clinical exam of both neurological and orthopedic factors [4,10]. Toe-walking gait is a common behavioral feature extensively reported in children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), which often occurs with other neurological symptoms, including ataxia, hypotonia, variable stride length and duration, incoordination, postural abnormalities in the head and trunk, reduced plantarflexion and increased dorsiflexion [11-17].
Serial casting has been long advocated for toe-walking despite a lack of large scale evidence across diagnostic groups or strong evidence of long term outcomes [28,32,33]. The goal of serial casting is to achieve sustained stretch of the [muscle] tissue of the gastroc/soleus complex and the Achilles tendon in order gain passive/active dorsiflexion. Positive effects from serial casting have been demonstrated which makes this method a common treatment of choice for persistent toe walking not responding to other interventions [34,35].

Orthoses

The use of ankle-foot orthosis may not control toe walking as well as casting but is less restrictive and more accepted by children and their parents, with similar out-of-brace effects [29]. Ankle-foot-orthoses can restrict toe walking when worn, but children may revert to equinus gait once the orthosis is removed [4]. One recent case report describes how a combination of serial casting to gain passive dorsiflexion followed with the use of ankle-foot orthosis assisted the improvement of heel-toe gait for a child with autism [35].

Surgery

Persistent toe-walking gait is a common reason for a referral to a pediatric orthopedic surgeon [1]. Post-surgical management involves participation in physical medicine activities to maximize surgical outcomes, but language and sensory motor challenges could have an impact on outcome of post-surgical rehabilitation. Clinical outcome studies have been on either smaller samples or with varied effects, but as with serial casting, benefits of surgical lengthening of Achilles tendon have been documented [36-38]. “Surgical treatment may influence the outcome, but indications for surgery need to be clarified” [9]. “Surgical treatment of toe walking should be reserved for the few cases with a fixed ankle-joint contracture” [39].

Behavioral and sensory entrainments

Behavioral shaping through specific teaching and/or sensory-based entrainment methods have been illustrated and demonstrated positive effects in small sample groups of children with ASD [40,41]. Kinesiology taping (elastic-fibered athletic tape to stabilize joint articulations and correct alignment) has been suggested to be used to alter toe-walking gait [42,43].

The wearing of high top [tennis] shoes or hiking boots as daily wearing apparel has a long history of recommended use in pediatric therapy settings as a deterrent for habitual toe walking. Unfortunately, though it appears that passive dorsiflexion might be approximated, without the use of radiology, true ankle and foot alignment and position cannot be assured. Foot wear that are heavier in weight have also been recommended as proprioceptive enhancement to promote plantar surface contact with floor. There is no empirical data to support such use or guide clinical practice in foot apparel recommendations. Similar to the problem seen with orthosis use, the reverting back to toe walking gait when shoes are not worn is an issue also not yet addressed.

Manual therapies

Manual and stretch therapies are akin to the goals of serial casting, (to increase and maintain the length of Achilles tendon, gastrocnemius and/or soleus mus-
Clinical findings

Severe dyspraxia, hypotonia, sensory processing dysfunction with mal-adaptation to proprioception, as well as severe language processing dysfunction were key features of his neuro-behavioral presentation. Assessment conclusions were reached through subjective appraisal, response to treatment interventions, and clinical observations since formal testing was not possible due to lack of functional expressive and receptive language skills. Toe-walking gait and persistent plantar-flexed stance were but one aspect of the therapy planning needs identified by the author (an occupational therapist with 36 years of clinical experience with autism and other neurological disorders).

Noting his initial evaluation in the medical record at the age of four-and-a-half years, several primitive reflexes were retained: Tonic labyrinthine reflex, hyper-reactivity of tendon reflexes in legs, strong extensor thrust with deep tendon stretch/tap, hyper-reactive plantar reflex. Reflexes seemed only to strengthen with repeated direct stimulation to feet. This made traditional manual [stretching] ineffective and contributed to reinforcing the abnormal plantar-flexed ankle pattern. Toe walking and a fixed plantar-flexion stance had been life-long features from the time he was ambulatory and was becoming increasingly problematic upon skeletal integrity as he aged. (Figure 1: Before Treatment).

Range of motion of ankles was relatively equal between right and left sides. He generally stood, walked, and even jumped in full plantar flexion (50°). He lacked active dorsiflexion thus standing dynamic activities was problematic. No active inversion or eversion was noted. He maintained stereotypic postures of either sitting crossed-legged on floor or standing on toes. The primary concern in the original and annual treatment plans was gaining neutral dorsal flexion in order for him to participate in more functional dynamic standing and balance activities.

Case Report

Patient information

This case is of a young boy who was six and a half years old at the time the treatment was applied. He held a formal diagnosis of Autism Spectrum Disorder since the age of 30 months and was previously involved with an in-home psychology-based behavioral training program. His parents sought additional services with occupational therapy to maximize his development and global pervasive dysfunction. (He was also receiving speech and occupational therapy services at his local school). Medical background was positive for possible birth trauma during labor and delivery at a gestation age of 37 weeks. The family also sought alternative options to explore biological etiologies and treatments for the ASD and underlying neurological symptoms.

Method

The use of Chikly method of lymphatic drainage massage was applied generalizing the success of treating a college athlete for chronic leg spasms using the same intervention [48,49]. This contemporary approach to facilitating the evacuation of stagnant cellular terrain follows specific anatomical pathways, lymphatic mapping, and accuracy in sending lymph fluids to corresponding nodes responsible for drainage of specific body regions.

A major distinction of this method is the extreme lightness and non-aggressive touch and strokes to the lymph tissues the therapist employs and following a specific direction of lymphatic anatomy. Tissue-directed treatment dictates that the therapist waits for signals of fluid movement and moves in sync with the rhythm of the body’s lymph physiology. It is an art form to learn though training is available for any profession. A milking of lymph fluids through the congested channels of the lymph node pathways cephalad describes the technique. Deep tissue massage or mobilization was not used in this case.

Competency of application of this method is recommended through professional training workshops [48,49].
proving systemic hypotonia, improving developmental dyspraxia.

At the age of 5.5 years, his first annual therapy review noted:

- Significant toe walking persisted and had become a long term orthopedic concern; ambulation on rough terrain remained compromised; ascending/descending full flight of stairs was more adversely affected, and a complete collapse of plantar arches noted.
- No change in passive or active dorsiflexion.
- Higher levels of balance had not progressed due to toe walking.
- Still can’t walk and carry an object of any weight; couldn’t stand for longer than one minute without restlessness.

Over a span of two and a half years, passive and active range of motion at ankles were tracked as unchanging of -30 passive. The annual progress report at age 6.5 years documented the ongoing use of high top (tennis) shoes which appeared to prevent extreme toe walking pattern of plantar flexion. The shoes reduced plantar flexion severity in stance and gait, however, full contact in neutral dorsiflexion was not confirmed within the confines of these shoes. Subtalar neutral control and stability were not achieved. In barefoot stance and gait, the toe walking not only resumed, it intensified bilaterally with more pronounced pronated subtalar joints. Collapse of tarsal arches was also noted to be more pronounced due to increased height and weight from his growth.

Mobility skills of basic ambulation emerged on time, but he balance and motor planning difficulties prevented him from gaining skills of crouching, bending to touch toes, jumping or bouncing, or push heavy items utilizing full body recruitment (to encourage flat foot contact on floor). Score on the Pediatric Evaluation of Disability Inventory (PEDI) in Mobility subsection:

Raw Score 52 of 59 possible
< 10% for age Normative Standard Score

Timeline and therapeutic interventions trialed

Addressing the toe walking was not a primary treatment objective when he began participating in outpatient therapy at the age of 4.5 years. After turning 5 years of age, toe walking patterns had shown no indications of change and the following treatments were then incorporated into the treatment plan:

- Therapeutic Exercises and Activities: Sensory motor framework and scaffolded to create opportunities for active weight-bearing pressure into plantar surfaces of feet, push off fully from foot surface, normalize weight bearing in standing, normalize weight shifting, kinesiotaping, night-wear splinting.
- Manual Therapies - Muscle and tendon stretching; joint mobilization; acupressure; myofascial release; craniosacral therapy.
- Activities of Daily Living: Use of high top tennis shoes.
- Cognitive/behavior entrainment: Imposed downward pressure through body to promote dorsiflexion, singing directives for foot placement, reward system, improving systemic hypotonia, improving developmental dyspraxia.

BEFORE TREATMENT:

Photo 1 and 2 image captured typical rigid and static plantar-flexion stance when patient was standing in reception area waiting to enter clinic. Candid photo taken without usual cues or instructions to “put feet down. Photos capture the persistent plantar reflex with inability to achieve neutral dorsiflexion in weight bearing stance.

Photo 3: Photo capture of toe-walking gait pattern, representing of the life-long persistent, reflexive, rigid, and obligatory plantar flexion.

Figure 1: Baseline photos of typical stance and gait on day of treatment. Patient is age 6 ½ years.
Verbal directives and behavioral shaping were ineffective at changing toe walking gait for more than two to three steps. Attempts to gain passive ankle range of motion through stretching and muscle mobilization was becoming more futile as extensor thrust patterns were increasing with manual contact with his feet. Serial casting and surgery were now being considered due to ankle deformities becoming more fixed, even though his cognitive and language deficits were problematic for best prognosis of participating in the therapeutic activities associated with these interventions.

Through various work from alternative medicine approaches, it was opined that toxic levels of copper, lead, aluminum and glyphosate both in the circulatory system and deeply within body tissue. Various natural detoxification efforts were trialed over the span of several years. No effect upon his gait or stance occurred with these treatments. Toe walking persisted (when not in high top tennis shoes) for a full year beyond the active portions of most of the biomedical and detoxification endeavors. He remained on various diet and supplement programming. No genetic or muscle biopsy testing had been conducted to determine etiologic aspect of hypertrophied and fibrous (gastrocnemius) muscles.

**Description of treatment strategy and outcomes**

Shortly after this patient’s annual therapy progress report (at age 6.5 years) manual lymphatic drainage was applied to both lower extremities. A modified Chikly sequence was administered due to the unpredictability of the patient’s cooperation and attention span for conducting the full protocol. The progression of treatment was identical in both legs. The inguinal nodes were first evacuated, followed by upper leg

---

**Photo reproduction of sequence of lymphatic drainage used.**

A major differentiation between this method and typical soft tissue massage is the lightness of the touch and following a specific direction of lymphatic anatomy. Chikly’s method of fluid evacuation from congested and firm lymph nodes, the strokes are quite gentle and non-aggressive. Tissue-directed treatment dictates the therapist waits for signals of fluid movement and moves in sync with the rhythm of body’s lymph physiology. A milking of lymph fluids through the congested channels of lymph pathways cephalad describes the technique.

**Step One: Evacuating Inguinal nodes, followed by superficial vessels and nodes of femur**

**Step Two: Evacuating the engorged popliteal nodes located imbedded in fat of popliteal fossa, followed by lymphatic drainage of superficial vessels of the lower leg.**

**Step Three: Evacuating deep lymph chains: anterior and posterior tibia region**

*Figure 2: Treatment Sequence. This is a descriptive summary only. This sequence should not be construed as the exact Chikly technique. Training for the individual therapist is highly recommended.*
lymphatic pathways evacuated of lymph fluids. Moving distally to popliteal lymph nodes, it became apparent that both sides had fully engorged nodes with no appreciable movement of lymph fluids. Gentle and repetitive manual ‘milking’ of these fibrous, engorged nodes ensued (in a cephalad direction to follow the normal lymph direction of flow). After approximately 50-60 repetitions, these engorged nodes ‘emptied’ and became soft, pliable and more dynamic to reception of fluids. Both superficial and deep lymph nodes within gastroc/soleus muscle tissue and surrounding tibia/fibia were treated within corresponding lymphatic pathways (located near adjacent blood vessels) (Figure 2: Treatment Sequence).

Clinical Outcome

An immediate positive effect of full relaxation and softening of bilateral gastrocnemius/soleus complex was achieved, evidenced through palpation. Flexibility and suppleness of the muscles returned as all fluid flow evacuation of lymphatics was completed. Moving distally to popliteal lymph nodes, it became apparent that both sides had fully engorged nodes with no appreciable movement of lymph fluids. Gentle and repetitive manual ‘milking’ of these fibrous, engorged nodes ensued (in a cephalad direction to follow the normal lymph direction of flow). After approximately 50-60 repetitions, these engorged nodes ‘emptied’ and became soft, pliable and more dynamic to reception of fluids. Both superficial and deep lymph nodes within gastroc/soleus muscle tissue and surrounding tibia/fibia were treated within corresponding lymphatic pathways (located near adjacent blood vessels) (Figure 2: Treatment Sequence).

Treatment Outcome – following a single treatment session of Manual Lymphatic Drainage

Spontaneous weight-bearing stance without verbal or physical prompts.

Post treatment of gait pattern. Neutral dorsiflexion achieved in spontaneous weight bearing and foot placement on floor. [Best available photo of gait as cooperation was waning].

Figure 3: Outcome of one session of lymphatic drainage massage: Reflect spontaneously-achieved neutral dorsiflexion in both standing and gait immediately following treatment.
Traditional therapies became more effective

Beyond the outcomes of this new discovery, in the year since this event, as he continued with long term intensive occupational therapy, more traditional treatments have proven effective. He can now perform active-assisted range of motion exercises (for dorsi/plantar flexion and pronation/supination) and progressive resistance training for up to 50-75 repetitions. Prior to this range of motion achievement of the ankles, he showed no interest or investment of therapeutic activities that involved goals of changing toe walking. However, since this time he shows active investment and understanding in carrying out active-assisted range of motion and therapeutic exercises. This achievement has also contributed to the boy’s improved active participation and attention span in postural and core strengthening in both standing and walking.

Sensory motor bombardment in gross motor tasks such as productive marching, stomping, and dynamic weight shifting through all planes are now yielding measurable improvement in his adaptive reactions. He can now participate in ankle strengthening exercises in his home program in the year following this discovering. Ankles still lack complete subtalar stability (supported now with sole inserts in shoes) and dynamic foot kinetics between forefoot and hind-foot. He continues to have pronated stance (without the assist of orthotics). Assisted lateral weight shifts with guidance are now achieved and dynamic tarsal arches can now be attained with assistance.

Previous clinical trials of traditional myofascial mobilization, muscle stretching, reflex inhibition, forced weight bearing, ankle positioning in shoes and other interventions yielded no or few lasting results. Obligatory toe walking had previously contributed to the onset of tarsal and subtalar malalignment contractures, but with the progress of gaining relaxation and softening of the gastronemii, these contractures have been rapidly reversed. Now ankle strengthening and gaining heel strike remain to be gained and the prognosis of normalized gait is good.

Retest of Pediatric Evaluation of Disability Inventory (PEDI) in the subsection, Age 7 1/2 years:

Mobility Skills

Raw Score: 59 of 59 possible

Serial casting and surgery are no longer considered needed at this time. Ongoing monitoring of ankle range of motion, tendon contractions, foot/ankle kinematics, and advancements in higher postural and balance reactions remain for of the long term treatment plan. Status at one year post lymphatic treatment is highlighted (Figure 4).

Discussion

Atypical gait pattern of a lack of dorsiflexion preventing heal strike and subtalar instability has been suggested as a two indicators of toe walking. Standing with full plantar surface contact on the floor was the chief indicator of the resolution of toe walking gait and fixed plantar-flexed stance in this case. High top gymshoes previously had minimized the extreme nature of the toe walking pattern but did not correct subtalar, or pronation, nor effectively lengthened Achilles through daily activities. Toe walking pattern always resumed in stance and gait without shoes. The immediate positive results in this case suggest that muscle toxicity (from either the underlying biology of ASD or the inability to voluntarily contract muscles related to dyspraxia) may have contributed to chronic fibrotic muscle stiffness from a very young age, creating a situation of obligatory toe walking and rigid plantar-flexed ankles.

The dynamics of lymphatic flow dynamics has been shown numerous times to be enhanced by the process of exercising which in turn cleans muscle and interstitial tissues [50-52]. However, this boy had severe dyspraxia that prevented his active participation in mastering typical repertoires of gross motor skills through daily experiences. His level of activity, and perhaps the degree of motor planning difficulties interfered with normal weight bearing and gross motor competencies to correct toe walking, which in turn may have assisted normal physiological pumping of lymphatic and interstitial fluids.

Chronic muscle spasms has been suggested as an etiology of toe walking gait, regardless of diagnostic group and even in the neuro-typical population. Manual stretching of a muscle may assist the lymphatic and interstitial fluid movement since the lymph vessels in the muscles can’t contract spontaneously [53,54]. But to date these principles have yet to be applied when treating the traits of toe walking. Fibrousity and lack of fluid detoxification of muscle spasms have no mention in the literature of toe walking in ASD.

During the time treating the toe walking patterns in his therapy program, massage methods were used multiple times (with a focus on generalized massaging of muscle tissue). No positive effective upon the ankle range of motion (passive or active) occurred from any other manual therapy. There clearly was something...
One Year Follow Up

Weekly therapy sessions continued with this boy to address other areas of function and occupational performance. Language comprehension and expression skills emerged and he started to demonstrate competencies in understanding and following directions. As a result, treatment for toe-walking and fixed plantar flexion positioning was able to be advanced beyond passive range of motion into active-assisted, active range of motion activities and progressive resistive training. Heel strike continues to be absent, but active pronation-supination with hand-held assistance can be achieved, as well as AAROM of dorsi- and plantar flexion exercises.

Orthotic inserts in regular shoes now support subtalar neutral during gait.

![Stance barefoot](image1)

![Tandem stance – reflects improved balance](image2)

![Gait](image3)

Figure 4: One year follow up: Static weight bearing stance and new gait pattern.

different about lymphatic drainage method with focus on the anatomical specificity of lymph nodes and vessel pathways that yielded these results. Manual stretching in the tradition sense does not address precise lymphatic structures or specificity of detox pathways. It is imperative to follow the lymph pathway directions accurately and apply only the slightest amount of pressure or one risks rupture to engorged nodes or injury to the system.

The impact of cognitive and language status cannot be understated as contributing factors. Prior to achieving neutral dorsiflexion from lymphatic drainage, only 0-10% cooperation and participation from him in foot [re]habilitation efforts was achieved. The patient did not have the ability to express his wants, needs, or feelings. It’s possible he was experiencing pain with such tight muscles. It’s also possible he either habituated to any pain or his perception of it was different than a typical
child. Had he been able to express any pain associated with such tight gastrocnemii and soleus, his therapy course possibly would have taken a different route.

Implications for Practice

Pediatric practitioners experienced in treating persistent toe-walking gait are familiar with the complexity and confounding struggles in working with the long term consequence of, and postural challenges and the risks of contractures and deformity. Treatment planning often addresses the multitude of orthopedic and neurological aspects. This case presented with the conundrum of issues associated with primitive reflex persistence, hypotonia, lack of adaptive responses to various sensory inputs and typical gross motor play activities to achieve foot contact for weight bearing, lack of language comprehension to fully participate with engagement in treatment for ankles, and a lack of social engagement and learning difficulties. The surprising and immediate effect of lymphatic drainage on reversing persistent and problematic toe-walking gait and fixed bilateral plantar-flexion in the patient had a lasting positive effect. Not only was neutral dorsiflexion achieved, but so many other therapy objectives could then be addressed because of rapid improvement in standing posture and gait pattern. This fact alone reduced the burden of therapeutic intervention to address the cascading effects of a lack of achieving neutral dorsiflexion for this patient.

This discovery expands on current philosophies of manual therapies by widening the scope of intervention to the ‘fluids’ of the human body. The mobilization and exchange of lymphatic and interstitial fluids as a detoxification of muscles was the primary action. A fluid model of human anatomy offers a tangible perspective for novel and effective treatment techniques for normalizing muscle spasms, stiffness, and inflamed tissue [48,55]. Various methods of manual lymphatic drainage exist [49,56-58]. The past twenty years has brought a clearer understanding of the structure and functions of the human lymphatic (and interstitial systems and their role in health and wellness [59]. More precise than other versions of massage to lymphatic fluids, the Chikly method defines anatomical pathways and mapping, specific rhythms, and depths and quality of lymph flow throughout the body [60]. The use of manual lymphatic drainage by qualified professionals is a treatment option for lymphedema, sports injuries, and fibromyalgia [45,49,56,61-63].

Healthcare practitioners can readily take classes to learn to palpate the subtlety and complexity of the cellular disposal system and lymphatic anatomy, comprehensively researched and identified by Chikly [64]. Training starts with a basic evacuation technique of superficial lymphatics, and then more advanced classes explore how to work with mucosa, muscles, fascia, tendons, periosteum, most viscera, and nervous system structures. The technique that the therapist’s hand uses in lymphatic drainage is vastly different from other traditionally recognized manual interventions. Hand pressure used in this method is extremely light, between 0.5 to 2 ounces of pressure (28 g per cm²), only enough to stimulate the movement of fluid and enhance flow. This is believed to activate the contractions of little muscular units along lymphatic vessels, called lymphangions which assist fluid exchange without increasing blood filtration or lymph node collapse from too great of pressure [48]. There exists extensive innervation from the autonomic nervous system of these contractile units of the lymphatic system [56].

Interstitial anatomy has recently gained clarity in the understanding of its substance and structure. The interstitium is an ‘organ of fluids’ and is the largest organ in the body [65]. It constitutes 15% of total body mass, and 20% of total body fluid volume (three gallons of fluid). The fluid of the interstitium is believed to give rise to lymphatic fluids [66]. The interplay between the confluences of interstitial fluids with lymphatics may be difficult to discern. The manual techniques used in this case may be mobilizing both lymphatic and interstitial fluid simultaneously. The benefits of clinical reasoning and access to different population groups allowed this opportunity of discovery.

Parents’ perspective of treatment

Achieving normal standing and walking for their son had been an increasing area of concern for them and they were planning on consulting a surgeon about both serial casting and surgical options. Both parents were very pleased and impressed with the immediate results of this treatment. They voiced relief over the fact that the stress of the orthopedic issues has been greatly reduced and they can focus attention and resources on his other long term needs.

Patient’s perspective of treatment

The child’s demeanor has changed since this single event. He has become more aware and engaged, receptive and participative in events happening around him. He now actively participates in and follows directives 75-90% of the time in his foot [re]habilitation efforts.

Conclusion

The outcomes of Chikly lymphatic drainage massage produced immediate and measurable outcomes in reducing chronic toe walking and rigid plantar-flexion stance in a young boy with ASD following one treatment. Detoxing muscles via manual evacuation of fluids through deep lymph nodes yielded positive and lasting effect. The treatment softened, relaxed, lengthened muscle tissues, and mobilized fluids of both lower extremities. The results have lasted as ev-
vided by photography of stance and gait one year later (Figure 4).

The strength of this case is the introduction of a new concept of working with the fluid structures of the human anatomy in approaching the quandary of persistent toe-walking gait and stance. Previous clinical trials of traditional myofascial mobilization were trialed for well over two years such as muscle stretching, reflex inhibition, forced weight-bearing, ankle positioning in shoes and other interventions yielded no or few lasting results. Obligatory toe walking had contributed to the onset of tarsal and subtalar malalignment contractures and severe Achilles contractions, but with the relaxation and softening of the gastronemii/soleus complex, these contractures have been rapidly reversed. Prognosis for normalization of gait and stance is good as active-assisted ankle strengthening has been achieved. Gaining heel strike remains to be gained, but the muscle spasms and fibrosis have not returned.

The limitations of this case are that generalizations cannot be applied to other cases of toe walking. However, the ease in which to apply manual lymphatic drainage and the gentleness of the techniques, poses little to no risk to most patients with this condition. Manual lymphatic drainage is a noninvasive method that offers qualified therapists a natural complement to existing treatment protocols.

Contraindications for lymphatic drainage was been cited and include: Acute infection or inflammatory disease process, thrombosis or phlebitis, acute heart problems as lymphatic drainage increases cardiac load, acute hemorrhage, and active malignant ailments [48,49,56]. For musculoskeletal and soft tissue problems this case presented, its clinical use holds value for future study.
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